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CSHTAIN CORRELATIONS BETWEEK LEAF AREA AND THE 
PH0IT PRO00CTIOK OF WD  RASPBERRIES 

Thla theala attea&t* to make a comparative atudy 

of (a) the relationship between leaf area and leaf weight, 

and (b) the eorrelationa between leaf area and produetlvlty 

of the top end lower fruiting laterals of the Chief and 

Newburgh red raspberries* 

Such an inquiry should be of value to the plant 

physiologist who is interested in the mechanism of devel- 

opment and to the horticulturist who is interested In the 

production of fruit of a given type* From a practical 

standpoint the grower can be very much benefited by the 

knowledge of the exlstenee or otherwise of a positive 

relationship between the leaf area and produetlvlty of a 

plant* when planning a program for pruning» fertilization, 

irrigation or any other cultural operation* 

The existence of such a relationship between the 

leaf area and fruiting capacity of plants has been hinted 

at, and partially realised by workers for some time, but 

attempts at closer study of the subject seem to be only 



a matter of recent year** Even then the available liter* 

ature mostly conoerne the bigger fruits and within the 

writer*8 knowledge little work has besn done on red r&ep- 

berries* 

This plant does not seem to be a very convenient 

one to undertake such study upon beaause of the bushy 

eharaeter of the sane* tho compound nature of the leaf 

entailing thrloe the work of a sixtple leaf, and the flimsy 

condition of tho fruit which is liable to be brushed off 

by winds, birds and clothes of the passersby* nevertheless 

l^ie literature cited hereafter which covers a variety of 

fruiting plants strongly Indicates the existence of similar 

conditions in the red raspberry* Such ass art ion, howevsr, 

can best be made when a method of analysis is used by which 

the knowledge that exists in regard to causal relationship 

may be combined with the knowledge of the degree of relation- 

ship furnished by the ooefflolents of correlation. 

Use of a ooefficient of correlation (r) assumes 

among other things that the average value of one variable 

for different values of the other variable fall on a straight 

line, known as a line of regreoBlon. The numerical value 

of the coefficient (r) takes on added significance In con- 

nection with the idea of a line of regression. It gives 

the slope of this line of regression when each variable Is 



meesured In terms of its standard deviation. The regression 

in terms of the actual unite can, of eourse, be obtained by 

multiplying by the ratio of the standard deviations, 

fmim OF LifgRAgtrag 

Roberts {£8}  attributed the yields of apples In 

the etate of Washington foiand to be greater than yields of 

the same kind grown in the eastern states to greater leaf 

area per tree. Aldrich and Work (1) have shown that, on 

ringed llaibs of Anjou, Bartlett and Base pear trees* fruit 

thinning to give 100 leaves per fruit and defoliation to 

leave 10 leaves per fruit usually inereased and decreased 

respectively the amount of fruit bud formation as compared 

With nonoal limbs* Joseph Oskaaip (23) experimenting with 

apple pruning observed that the very close relationship 

existing between the weight of leaves and the weight of 

terminal wood was evident. Fiaher (14) studying the leaf 

area in relation to the fruit sice in apples found that 

the site of fruit was positively correlated with the leaf 

area per apple* 

Bailer and Magness (1?) working on apples have 

reported that a strong correlation exists between the leaf 

area and the increase in volume of the fruit up to a certain 



point.  In Ben Duvla the correlation coefficient for applea 

id th 5 to 30 leaves vas found to he .9534 * .0102 end 

♦4201 | 40705 for epplee with 30 to 75 leaves. In Delicious 

the correlation coefficientu were found to he .8711 * .0102 

for  apples with 0 to SO leaves and .5619 £ ,0660 for thoee 

with 30 to 75 leaves. 

Levering (20) reporting on the leef ereigh* p4r 

epur correlated with the yield on Baldwin apple, hae 

shown that the two chief factors which tend to weaken the 

value of thia correlation are diffetfeneea in aeverity of 

pruning and difficulty of obtaining representative aamples 

frora the ground in badly crowded orchards. When these 

factors are arbitrarily corrected by subtracting 10 to 15 

grans fron the leaf weight in June of the bearing year 

where pruning Is especially severe and adding IS grams 

where severe crowding makes samples imjustifiably small, 

and yield is corrected nfcen trees are unusually large or 

small, the correlation coefficient with yield Is very high 

indeed, i.e. .90 f .01. This is rather an arbitrary cor* 

rection and is presented only as an indication of the 

relationship when other variables are corrected* 

winkler (53) studying the relation of leaves to 

else and quality of Malaga grapes found that 33 leaves to 



a cluetdp produeed fruit of good aiae aad quality* With 

fewer leaves the berries were very much reduced in size and 

quality. Groas and Webster (10) have shown that the re- 

duction of leaf area adversely affects the developaent of 

color in the berries of concord grapes and that the larger 

the leaf area the better is the color. 

Darrow and Sproat (11) working on strawberry eon» 

elude that berries on the few leaf plants are smaller than 

on the plants with more leaves, so that the berry weight 

per leaf shows a closer correlation than berry number per 

leaf* Pickett (27) has found the correlation between the 

number of strawberry leaves and the number of bsrries to 

be ,4792 | «C)S16 and the correlation between the averaga 

weight of fruit and average area of leaflets to be .2890 4 

♦0045 and the correlation between the total area of th* 

foliage and th© total weight of the fruit to be ♦TSOS $ 

.0012. 

Schuster (SO) found a correlation of r a .8989 4 

.005$ between the length of Filbert terminal shoot and the 

leaves of the shoot and suggested that such high correlation 

warrants the use of shoot length Instead of measuring the 

leaves* which is slow work* 

Darrow and Waldo (13) found that the cane diameter 

in raspberry was closely correlated with the yield. Brierley 
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(6) reported that ifeen other factors do sot limit production 

the yield of fruit in Latham raspberry i« in proportioa to 

the length of the eanes, Shoamaker (09) noted that in rasp- 

berry and blackberry fruit yield inoreesed as cane diameter 

and height inereased* £ott (21) observed a similar relation 

of cane diameter to yield in Cuthbert, Hevazn,  and tathatt 

varieties of red raspberriaa. Brierley (5) studied the ef- 

feet of height of pruning upon the size of berries and total 

yield in Latham raspberry and found that the longer eanes 

produced the larger yields whan other factors did not inter* 

fere* 

Johnston end Lorae (18) observed that the location 

of the bud on the oane was found to affect the yield of the 

Shoot subsequently produced, shoots from the basal and upper 

regions of the oane being poorer produoers than those from 

the oentral regions. Vigorous canes of larger diameter pro- 

dueed the highest yield* Beach (4) has shown with regard 

to the relation of berry else to distribution, that the 

largest berries are produced nearest the base of eanes or 

branches* There was a fairly regular decrease in berry 

else as distance from base of cane or branch increased, 

except near the ends where else again increased slightly. 

Increased sise of berries there, however* was negligible, 

because relatively few fruits were borne near cane ends* 



Quality In the fruit la largely a matter of size. Largeat 

fruit is borne lowest on main canes and branches* Since 

deorease In size or quality shows a tendency to continue 

with Increased length of cane and breach (except for a 

negligible increase of berry size near ends), it seems that 

spring pruning should remove wood which produces the low 

quality fruit. 

Johnston (19) experimenting with pruning on black 

raspberry, stated that the heavy production of large berries 

was almost invariably associated with luxuriant foliage, in 

order to measure, at least crudely, this relationship between 

leaf area and total yield and size of berry, 50 fruiting 

shoots ranging from some of the poorest to some of the best 

were marked* accords were obtained of the total number and 

weight of berries produced on each shoot* At the end of the 

fruiting season the leaves were gathered and their areas 

measured with a planimeter. Up to a certain point each vari- 

ation in leaf area per fruiting shoot was aeeompanied by a 

corresponding variation in number of berries, but evidently 

15 is approximately the maximum number of berries that each 

shoot of this fruit may be expected to produce* Greater 

total leaf areas do not result in more tarries. On the 

other hand owing to a consistent parallelism between size 

of berry and the total leaf area of the fruiting shoot, the 
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Mgheat total yields were townd  on the ahoota nith moat 

foliage. Berrlea averaging 14,5 to the ounce, 232 to the 

pound* were hartreated from the leafieat ahoota* Theae 

ahoota gave yields nearly triple those of ahoote having 

scanty foliage* It wae noticed that the foliage on the 

poor fruiting ahoota, those with a saaller total area, wa» 

paler in color than that of shoote in a more vigoroua con- 

dition* Ho attempt was made to a»«wer the question as to 

iftiat extent ai«e of berries* ituaber of berriee, and total 

yield on the one hand and leaf area per fruiting shoot on 

the other, may have had a cause and affect relation* How- 

ever, the possibility of such a relationahip should not be 

overlooked* $he data that have been presented at least serve 

to substantiate the association that has already been pointed 

out between vegetative vigor and productivity, and to empha- 

sise the importance of the growers employing cultural prac- 

tices that promote strong vigorous growth* Incidentally the 

data suggest the fcaportance of any measure that may be ne- 

cessary to protect the foliage from the attacks of insects 

or injurious fungi* 

fhe foregoing evidence explains the undoubtedly 

great importance of the subject both fto/a  the vienpoint of 

the practical grower as well as the pomologist, and raises 

the following immediate issues: 



1. limt is the exAOt nature and extant of this 

relationahlp between leaf a2>ea and productivity of red 

raspberry? 

2. I a there any aore convenient and practioal way 

for determination of leaf areaa than the tiste honored 

method of running each leaflet under a recording in- 

etnaaent? 
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LEAP AHEA VS. LKAF  WEIGHT 

PreliminaryjStudyJPo Deteaaine If I>eaf Weight glght 
Uaed As A gnii Of Measure In Place Of Leaf Area 

Be 

Chandler (3) in obtaining leaf areas ueed leaf 

print patterns of known areas for matching with individual 

leaves Whose area was to be determined* Mitchel (25) 

devised a mechanical apparatus for determining the leaf 

area* Uarrow (12) reports a device at the suggestion of 

Atwood where the planimeter is held on an adjustable stand 

used for camera lucida drawings • Be found this method es- 

pecially useful tfien measuring leaves of experimental straw* 

berry plants in the greenhouse* 

Marshall (23) tested a method of direct transla- 

tion by reference to a table of combined width plus length 

of leaflet into area* This was based on a correlation of 

.972 between width plus length and area* Be concluded, that 

this required too much time* Be developed an apparatus con- 

slating of two hypodermic syringes connected by rubber with a 

mounted calibrated glass tube. Fisher (14) studying leaf 

area in relation to fruit else and tree growth used a special 

device which he called an "Integrator". Johnston (19) and 

many others have used the planimeter for measuring the leaf 

area* Withrow (34), Bergman (2), and Gerdel and Saulter 

(15) used a photoelectric device for measurement of leaf area* 



It ia quite obvious that for field study none of 

the methods whether the matching, the bluo prints, the 

planimeter, or any other mechanical device could he speedy 

and convenient* This etate of affairs suggested the advisa- 

bility of studying i&ether or not there existed a positive 

relationship hetteen the *eight of a fresh leaf snd its 

area. 

Method end Material 

At the end of May 1937# a preliminary survey of 

the raspberry plantation in the Best Para of Oregon State 

College nas conducted. It was noticed that the leaves of 

the red raspberry varied eomeirtiat ih appearance of color 

and texture. JUght intensity is probably the saain factor. 

Leaves fully exposed were denser in texture and normal in 

color while those in the full shade were thinner to feel . 

end paler in appearance. Oourley (16) has explained that 

in the shaded leaf there is one fully developed layer of 

palisade cells and another layer of short cells bordering 

on the aesophyl, which is in contrast to the unshaded leaf 

e&ich showed two fully developed layers of palisade cells 

together with third layer bordering on the iaesophyl# which 

in some cases showed nearly as long cells as obtained in 

the first two layers. The meeophyl is usually more loose 

and epidermal ceils less thick in the shaded leaves than the 

unshaded ones* 



For purpoee of detailed atudy the eanea were 

flrat divided arbitrarily into three aeetlona In length* 

Section I 5 0 to 5 feet from ground, Section tl  = 3 feet 

to 6 feet and Section III s above 6 feet. 

When it became evident from obaervationa that 

growth, leaves, and fruiting canes for Section X and II 

were very similar, it was decided to combine them and treat 

the lowest six feet as one section* Haturally the lower 

portion of the canes, below 6 feet, was more shaded than the 

section above the six foot mark* 

Leaf samples used In this study were obtained at 

random from plants on the unpmned plots of the Chief and 

Newburgh varieties, well distributed over the entire field. 

The samplea were collected at sunrise every day. At first 

the use of a desaicator containing 200 cc# of H2SO4 {16«7l# 

and 1.118 3. G.) producing a relative humidity of 93^, was 

tried for overcoming the rapid loss of moisture in the 

leaves after detachment. Afterwards, it was found more con* 

venlent, in place of this to wrap the samplea in cellophane 

bags immediately on detachment» and to weigh with the leaat 

possible loss of time (not exceeding one hour), in the 

laboratory each leaf was divided into leaflets and the peti- 

oles removed and discarded. The weighing was then made with 

a sensitive scale to two decimal points of a gram* After 
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that each aet of leaflets vaa aeparately meaatired with a 

planimeter and the area recorded in aquare inches to two 

decimal points. 

Altogether about one thousand leaflets were studied 

In  thia preliminary observation. 

Presentation of Data 

*Phe data preaehted here ia in reapeet to three lota 

of leaves, each lot consisting of 100 leaves* These were 

collected from the fruiting laterals of the following class- 

ificatIonsJ 

l^ fruiting laterals from the top of the c&neu 

above six feet from ground. 

2. Fruiting laterals on the lower part of the canes 

up to six feet, with leaves partially exposed to sun- 

light and not uniform in texture. 

3* Fruiting laterals on the lower six feet of canes 

fully exposed to sunlight and bearing leaves of uniform 

texture. 

Graph X appertains to the top laterals explained as 

No. 1 above* the individual weights of 100 leaves are plot- 

ted therein against their respective areas. !j?he state of 

correlation between the el«e and the weight of the leaves 

la thus made evident in the graph and la further signified 

by the line of regression drawn on the graph in hold ink* 
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Graph* Hoe* II and III have similarly been prepared in 

respect to the laterals explained under Nos* 2 and 3. Eaeh 

of these graphs show the state of correlation existing 

between the individual weights of 100 leaves and their re» 

spective areas* 

the eorrelation coeffioients in all the three 

eases under reference have been worked out and presented In 

Table 1 which also contains the total and the average 

weights and sites of the leaves in question. 

TABLE 1 - Size and weights of Fresh Leaves 

(Fifty- 
Variety Chief and Hewburgh 

Cane section 

Distance from 
ground 

Exposure to light 

Total no. of leaves 

Total weight of 
leaves (g) 

Total area (sq# in*) 

Average weight of 
leaf (g) 

Average size of leaf 
(sq« in.) 

Correlation ooef. 
between the sise and 
weight of leaves r - 

Top Lower Lower 

Above 
6 ft. 

0p td 
6 ft. 

t7p to 
6 ft. 

Full Partial Full 

100 100 100 

75.11 118 ♦ 51 118.87 

810.66 1580.00 1119.67 

.75 1.19 1*19 

8.11 15#S0 11.20 

,9821 i  .0027 .8498 £ >QIQ9  .9329 | .0087 
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Diacuasion and Conolusiona 
■[Mi.i.il^iip^n 

the correlation coefflci-e&t* ohtained in reapect 

to the Jeavea from  the top laterals i* very high indeed aad 

shows a poaitive and close correlation between the else and 

the weight of the leavea* Thia la ohvioualy due to the fact 

that these leaves are uniformly expoaed to aimll^it arid are 

therefore imifora In texttare. 

In laterala (So* 2) ^iere the leaves were partially 

expoaed to a-anltght, the eoefficiehta of correlation between 

the alze and the weight of the leaves alao proved poaitive 

and high thoagh a little leaa so in eotaparlaon with that of 

the top laterala. The reason is ohvloue. The partially 

expoaed leavea are not so uniform in texttire as the ones 

fully expoaod to sunlight* 

In laterals {Ho* 3) where the leavea had full ao«* 

cess to sunlight and were bearing a uniform texture, the 

correlation between the alee and the weight of the leaves 

was again found to he ramarkahly high* considerably higher 

than that obtained In the case of the partially expoaed 

leavea of laterals in No. 2. 

The position of laterala Hoa. 2 and 3 was almost 

the same on the caneaj the only difference waa that the 

leavea of laterals No. 2 were partially exposed. This dif- 

ference had an evident effect on the texture of the leaves 
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&nd their weights^ coneequ«ntly the coefficienta of cor^e* 

lutions obtained in both eases differed slightly* BowftVd?* 

this differenee does not seem to  be slgnlfioant enough to 

be coneidered seriously* It Is also a fact, that some of the 

leaves on the lower fruiting laterals, which at this time of 

the season (early June) have an iumature succulent appearanoe, 

any benefit from light later in sunnier and improve in texture* 

Consequently at the time of the harvest the possibllltlss are 

that most of the leaves on the fruiting laterals will be of 

uniform texture and will have very close positive correlations 

between area and weight. 

The extremely close association of the area with 

the weight of the leaf as is evident fro© the high correla- 

tion coefficients obtained, warrants the statement that the 

weight of leaves may safely be used as a basis for leaf 

measurements in the study of the relationship between the 

slse of leaf and the productivity of a plant. 
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■OORBSLATINq LEAF »3IGH5F, WIgH FmmCTlVVSt 

The main objeet of this study wao to giaeov*? 

Aether or not a correlation exieted between the total leaf 

area and the axaount* else and number of fruit borne on the 

fruiting laterals of the Chief and Newbur$b red raapberrlea* 

Incidentally, it was found, as stated in the fore- 

going pages, that a very high correlation exlated between the 

alzo and the weight of a leaf* so that In the present study 

the leaf weight will be used in place of leaf area. 

prooedure 

On the check plots of the Chief and Newburgh red 

raspberries in the College Bast Far», the following fruit* 

ing laterals on one-year-old canes were tagged, after the 

fruit had set* 

1. Chief «» 100 laterals on the top sections 

(shove 6 feet from the ground) 

2. Chief «• 100 laterals on the lower seetlons 

{Up to 6 feet from the ground) 

3. Hewburgh * 100 laterals, same as Uo<i 1 

4. Newburgh - 100 laterals, same as Ho. 2 

Fruit was gathered from the tagged laterals in 

separate cardboard boxes as often as it ripened and carefully 

weighed in grams to two deoimal points, using a sensitive 
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acale in the lahor*.to**y* 

Separate record was maintttiaed for each later el* 

At the close of the harveat, the leavea were alao removed 

from the laterals and carefully weighed in the same manner* 

Resulto 

The data recorded with regards to total yield of 

fruit and leaves, ©to. on the 400 laterals of Chief and 

Newburgh red raspberries la presented in Table 2* 
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fmm 2 - Comparisons Between Leeyes and Fruits 

ITarlety Chief Kewlmr^h 

Cane section fop 

Distance froaa groxind 

Huaaber of laterals 

fatal weight of leaves(g) 

Averag* wei^it of leaves 
per lateral  (g) 

fotal wei^it of fruit (g)    1456.02 

Average weight of fruit 
per lateral        ^J 

fotsl maaber of fruits 

Average iramber of fruits 
per lateral 

Average size of berry <g)    1«$5 
(Wt, of fruit * Ho. of fruits) 

Lower fop Lower 

Above 
6 ft. 

tip to 
6 ft. 

Above 
6 ft. 

^p to 
6 ft. 

100 100 100 100 

242.81 453.04 314.4 594.55 

2.43 4,33 3.14 5.95 

1456.02 2430.55 2584.9 4382.05 

14.56 24.31 25.85 43.82 

1076 1298 941 1244 

10.76 12.98 9.41 12.44 

1.87 2.75 3.52 

m*m**mtmmi**l/m*m 



$he fi*ult picking WB.S e tar ted on June 24 a«id fin- 

ished on Auguftt 2,  1937* Mae top l&ter»X« of Chief irere the 

firet to ripen finiit end the lower laterel* of both Chief 

and Kewburgh were the lest from which fruit wee picked* 

flie number of the fruite prodxiced wee about 25$ 

greater on the lower laterals than on the top laterals in 

both varieties. 

Ho aignlfieant difference, however, was found b#*» 

tween the Chief and Newburgh in the proportion of fruits 

produced on the top and lower laterals; the total weight 

of fruit produced, however, was greater on the Kewburgh than 

on the Chief. Thla increased yield of the Bewburgh over the 

Chief was about 77$ in the case of the top laterals and 

about Q0% in the ease of the lower lateral** 

Similarly the total foliage weight, also was great* 

e* in Sewburgh than in Chief, though not in the same propor- 

tion as the fruit* The inereaeed weight of the leaves of 

the Newburgh over the leaves of the Chief was 29% in the 

ease of top laterals and 36# in the eaee of lower laterals. 

She state of correlation between the elsse of leaves 

and the else of fruit on these 400 laterals of the Chief and 

Kevfbursh red raspberries, may be seen fro© Graph* IV, V, VI, 

and VII. In thee* graphs the total weight of fruit obtained 

on eaeh lateral has been plotted against the total weight of 



the fresh leaves borne on  the eane lateral ♦ On the graph* 

the bold line* drawn against the dote Indicate the poaltione 

of the lines of regression* 

the high correlations existing between the slue of 

leaves and the else of fruits are evident from the graphs 

and their true values are interpreted by the correlation 

coefficienta presented in fable 3. 

YABIB 5 * Coefflolents of 
Correlation* between size or Leaves and Site of Fruits 

Cane 
SeetIon 

rio* of Fruiting Coeffieients of 
Laterals     Correlation (r) Varlaty 

(mief fop -* {Above d 
ft* froia ground) 

100 .8903 4 .0142 

Chief Lower * {Up to 6 
ft* fjpoa ground) 

too •9065 J .0121 

Kewbtirgh Top * (Above 6 
ft* from ground) 

100 ,9365 4 *0087 

Menbtirgh Lower * (Up to 6 
ft* from ground) 

100 *8991 4 *0128 
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Ho significant variation has been found in the 

state of correlation between the else of leaves and the 

si«e of fruit borne on the top and lover laterals of the 

Chief and Hewburgh. red raspberries* The correlation coef- 

ficient value for the lower laterals was found almost the 

some in the Chief as in the Newburgh. A  slightly higher 

value of correlation eoeffleient was obtained for the top 

laterals of the Sewburgh than for the Chief* The correlation 

coefficienta in all the four eases differ so very little that 

such difference may safely be ignored for practical consi- 

derations* 

Table 2 also shows the average else of berries 

produced on the top and the lower laterals of the Chief and 

Newburgh red raspberries. The Hewburghs* berry is nearly 

twice aa large as that of the Chief, both on the top and 

on the lower laterals* 

As will be seen from Tablet Kos. 4 and 5, an at- 

tempt has been made to bring out rather an interesting point. 

It is to show the relative efficiency of the leaves of the 

Chief and Newburgh red raspberries from the total production 

standpoint* 

The weight of leaf required to produce an average 

size berry on the top and the lower laterals of the two 

varieties has been determined in Table 4* 

v 
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The corresponding leaf areas for each weights of 

leaves have been calculated from the correlation coeffi- 

cients between the leaf areas and leaf weights already de- 

termined in Graphs I and 1X1 and in Table 1. The formula 

employed let 

y • y  »  ray  (x * 
9 x 

*) 

TABLE 4 - Relation Between Average Number of Fruita and 
Avera&e Weight of Leaves 

Variety Chief Hewburj^h 

Cane Section Top Lower Top lower 

Distance from ground Above 
6 ft. 

Up to 
6 ft* 

Above 
6 ft* 

Up to 
6 ft. 

Total number of laterals 100 100 100 100 

Average number of fruit 
per lateral 

10.70 J2. 98 9.41 12,44 

Average weight of 
leaves per lateral(g) 

2.43 4.33 5.14 5,95 

Average weight of 
leaves per fruit(g) 

,23 .33 ,33 .48 

♦Average alee of leaves 
per fruit (*q« in,) 

2.8 6.4 3.5 6.7 

*Calculated front correlation coefficients in Table No, 1 by 
employing the foramla   y » y » r 8 j    (x - x} 

 0'x 
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Table 5 shows the relationship of the average leaf 

area and the average also of berry produced on the top fed 

on the lower laterals of the two varletieo. Prom thle the 

porcont of offloltnoy of th* l#*vo* of mah viu*ioty hua b*m 

worked out. 

$ABLg S ■» Relative Sffioieney of I>»ayog 11th Regard to 
Production 

y»ylety Chief Keyburgh 

Cane section    Top      Lower 

Distance from    Above    Vp  to 
ground 6 ft.     6 ft* 

Total number of  100      100 
laterals 

1.Average else of    1.35     1»87 
berrytg) 

2.Average area of    2*2      6*4 
leaves required 
to produce the 
above (sq. in.) 

3.Percent leaf     61.4     34*6 
efficiency • 
#i 5 #2 

top 

Above 
6 ft, 

100 

2. 75 

3.5 

78.6 

Lower 

Up to 
6 ft. 

100 

3.52 

e«7 

52.5 

l^OHNFIItliililHWM**!' •m»totf*mm*iiim*mim 
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It it evident from this table that the leaves of 

the Nowburgh are by far store effieient then those of the 

Chief. In round figures, it may be said, that the leaves 

on the top laterals of ffewburgh are 17% store efficient than 

the corresponding leaves of the Chief* Similarly the leaves 

on the lower laterals of Kewburgh appear to be about IQ% store 

efficient than the corresponding leaves of the Chief* 

Discussion and Conclusions 
ii  i -n HI   mu     j      ii . II ir     ii.- mi i]   i    ii.. i     11 in 

The main object of this study was to determine 

the extent of the relationship existing between the fruit 

and the leaves of the fruiting laterals of the Chief and 

Kewburgh red raspberries* 

There are a number of contributing factors towards 

achieving the purpose within a reasonable degree of accuracy. 

Fairly uniform and normal seasonal temperatures existed 

throughout the experiment. Soil stoisture was aaple at all 

times to prevent wilting and to cause the plants to grow 

normally* There was no attack of insect pests or diseases 

on the plants* And the last but not the least important 

factor was the great amount, of care exercised to guard 

against loss of moisture in the material to be weighed. 

The finding of high positive correlations between 

the sixes of the leaves and of the fruits in Chief and 
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Fawburgh rod raepbarria* ia in conforxsity i»ith tha raaxUta 

obtained by work©re on moat other fruit*, 

The greater efficiency aa found in the leaves on the 

top laterale aa compared with leaves on the lower laterals 

ia probably due to the denser structure of the leaves* great- 

er etomatal area per given leaf surface and the exposure of 

a greater photoaynthetic surface. 

While it has been found that the si?,e of laavas 

and the size of fruit may go hand in hand, it does not 

necessarily mean that the denser a plant*s foliage the 

heavier its yield irrespective of varietal characteristics* 

The efficiency of leaves with regards to production varies 

in different varieties* But in the sane variety of fruit, 

other factors being equal, the amount of foliage will 

directly deteraine the e&ount of its productivity. 

It appears that the number of fruit produced on a 

lateral has no definite relation to the else of leaves 

borne on the same lateral* Therefore the fyuit number 

cannot be taken as indicative of the foliage amount or 

vice versa* 
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1« A etudy wee undertaken on the Chief and 

Hewburgh red raspberries to determine the relationship 

between the leaf area and the fruit produced on the 

fruiting laterals, 

2. A positive correlation of such a high nature 

was found between the size and the weight of the fresh 

leaves that it warranted the uae of leaf weight as a 

reliable indicator of leaf area* ISie correlation 

coefficients found were r * .9321 $ #0027 in the case 

of leaves from the top portion of the canes and r * 

J3498 4 .0189 in the case of leaves froxa the lower parts 

of the canes* 

3t Positive correlations were found between the 

weight of leaves and the weight of fruit of the fruit* 

ing laterals of both the varieties. The correlation 

coefficients found were as follows t 

a* fop laterals of Chief  r a ♦8905 ♦ .0142 

b. fcower laterals of Chief r * .90$S * *0121 

c* fop laterals of Rewburgh r • .9353 j .0087 

d. Lowor laterals of Hewburgh r » .3091 ±  .0123 

4* Chisf and Sewburgh red raspberries do not differ 

significantly in the state of correlations between the 
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else of leaves and the aise of fruit of the fruiting 

lateral*. 

5* Leaf effieleney from the production standpoint 

eeema to be 17-18^ greater in the Newburgh than in the 

Chief* 
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